
Driver Recognition Program 
Motorcoach or Trucking Company Registration 

 Date Submitted (MM/DD/YYYY:

 Company Name 

Motorcoach Trucking Operation Type:

To elevate awareness of the diesel idle reduction initiative and to encourage compliance; this driver recognition program  is proposed in order to  
engage/involve frontline personnel who ultimately make the decision to let their vehicles run or turn off their engines.  This program also seeks to  
acknowledge/reward those who comply with diesel idling reduction laws and set a good example for other drivers.   
  
By registering your company on this website, you agree to the 4 guiding principles below: 
  

- Effect positive driver behavioral change resulting in reduced idling. 
- Increase awareness of Washington, D.C., Maryland and Virginia idling laws and regulations among target audiences. 
- Maximize bus and truck company participation through positive driver and company recognition. 
- Create effective short and long-term collaborations and strategies aimed at reducing diesel idling. 

   
If there are questions, please email eulois.cleckley@dc.gov and provide your question, name, email address, and phone number.

Company Website:

Contact Person Name

Address

City State Zip Code

 Email Phone Number

If you prefer to mail a hard copy of your completed registration form, please mail it to:  
Eulois Cleckley, District Dept. of Transportation,  55 M St SE, Suite 500, Washington, DC 20003

Registration Form

Diesel Idle Reduction Campaign 
Driver Recognition Program


Driver Recognition Program
Motorcoach or Trucking Company Registration 
 Operation Type:
To elevate awareness of the diesel idle reduction initiative and to encourage compliance; this driver recognition program  is proposed in order to 
engage/involve frontline personnel who ultimately make the decision to let their vehicles run or turn off their engines.  This program also seeks to 
acknowledge/reward those who comply with diesel idling reduction laws and set a good example for other drivers.  
 
By registering your company on this website, you agree to the 4 guiding principles below:
 
- Effect positive driver behavioral change resulting in reduced idling.
- Increase awareness of Washington, D.C., Maryland and Virginia idling laws and regulations among target audiences.
- Maximize bus and truck company participation through positive driver and company recognition.
- Create effective short and long-term collaborations and strategies aimed at reducing diesel idling.
  
If there are questions, please email eulois.cleckley@dc.gov and provide your question, name, email address, and phone number.
If you prefer to mail a hard copy of your completed registration form, please mail it to: 
Eulois Cleckley, District Dept. of Transportation,  55 M St SE, Suite 500, Washington, DC 20003
Registration Form
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Driver Recognition Program
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